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T
he application of nanoparticulate ma-
terials as heterogeneous catalysts is
an attractive proposition when high

selectivity to desired products needs to be
coupled with high productivity and robust
catalyst stability.1 The high surface area-to-
volume ratio of metal nanoparticles, which
directly results from their very small particle
size, can improve catalytic activity.2,3 Re-
cently, there have been many reports of
highly active catalysts prepared by a number
of liquid phase routes, e.g. sol-immobilization
and electrochemical deposition, chosen
specifically to afford supported metal nano-
particles with controlled size, composition,
and dispersion.4�7 Although these prepara-
tive routes are well established, it is often
difficult in practice to control the physical
dimensions and composition of supported
metal nanoparticles.8 For example, using sol-
immobilization techniques, colloids containing
nanoparticles with tunable size can generally

be prepared for a wide number of metals
and then deposited onto various supports.
However, there are many parameters which
influence the mean size of colloidal nano-
particles, (e.g., varying the nature and con-
centration of stabilizer ligand, reaction
volume, nature and concentration of the
reducing agent, synthesis temperature/
pressure/pH, solvent identity). This in-
creases the complexity of applying a gen-
eral protocol in the preparation of new
materials in a systematic manner. Addition-
ally, undesirable growth of the colloidal
particles can occur, especially with aging
in solution, or more commonly when the
material is heat treated after deposition
onto the support leading to inhomogene-
ities in the final material.2 Furthermore,
adsorption of the preformed colloidal nano-
particles onto a support surface may also
cause the nanoparticle to restructure upon
deposition and during subsequent heat
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ABSTRACT The use of precious metals in heterogeneous catalysis relies on the

preparation of small nanoparticles that are stable under reaction conditions. To date,

most conventional routes used to prepare noble metal nanoparticles have drawbacks

related to surface contamination, particle agglomeration, and reproducibility restraints.

We have prepared titania-supported palladium (Pd) and platinum (Pt) catalysts using a

simplified vapor deposition technique termed chemical vapor impregnation (CVI) that can

be performed in any standard chemical laboratory. These materials, composed of

nanoparticles typically below 3 nm in size, show remarkable activity under mild

conditions for oxidation and hydrogenation reactions of industrial importance. We demonstrate the preparation of bimetallic Pd�Pt homogeneous alloy nanoparticles

by this new CVImethod,which show synergistic effects in toluene oxidation. The versatility of our CVImethodology to be able to tailor the composition andmorphology

of supported nanoparticles in an easily accessible and scalable manner is further demonstrated by the synthesis of Pdshell�Aucore nanoparticles using CVI deposition of

Pd onto preformed Au nanoparticles supported on titania (prepared by sol immobilization) in addition to the presence of monometallic Au and Pd nanoparticles.

KEYWORDS: catalysis . bimetallic nanoparticle . nanoalloy . gold . palladium . platinum . core�shell structures . hydrogenation .
oxidation
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treatments.9 These types of practical issues are not
restricted to the sol-immobilization preparation alone,
but also tend to complicate other liquid-phase catalyst
preparation techniques (e.g., coimpregnation, deposi-
tion, precipitation).
We set out to develop a new preparative method

that circumvents the problem of surface contamination
(e.g., fromprotective stabilizer ligands in sol-immobilization,
or from residual surface spectator species originating
from the precursor salts in impregnation) which are
inherent to liquid-phase preparation methods. To this
end, we recognized that organometallic chemical vapor
deposition (OMCVD) has been used previously to pre-
pare thin metal films and also supported bimetallic
nanoparticles (as powders), the latter usually utilizing a
fluidized bed modification (FB-OMCVD).10�16 The main
advantages of vapor deposition methodologies include
(i) improved purity of the deposited metal which is
linked to the decomposition profile of the organo-
metallic precursor and heat treatment conditions
employed and (ii) a finer control over the particle/film
characteristics of the deposited metal. Dry vapor meth-
ods can also facilitate high metal dispersion due to
enhanced interaction (adsorption) between the orga-
nometallic precursor and support without surface
modifiers.11,16 Since the organometallic precursor is
adsorbed onto the support without decomposition, it
is reasonable to expect that the deposited metal sites
are initially highly isolated and can potentially form very
small nanoparticles upon heat treatment, especially in a
reducing atmosphere. The lack of a preparation solvent
also decreases the likelihood of surface contamination
from residual solvent or the byproducts of solvent
decomposition upon heat treatment. However, in terms
of controlling the size, morphology, and composition
characteristics ofmetal deposits using FB-OMCVD, there
are a number of practical factors to considerwhich serve
to increase the complexity of this method to the point
where it firmly falls outside the usability range of most
researchers that are interested in making supported
metal nanoparticles for specific applications. These
factors include the large amount of carrier gas required,
extended deposition times, limitations in the use of
supports which can be successfully fluidized, lack of
control over the amount of deposited metal, tempera-
ture inhomogeneity in the system leading to contam-
ination (from organic ligand decomposition products),
among others.11 Therefore, we aimed to develop a
simplified version of the FB-OMCVD technique which
reduces wastage of the organometallic precursor and
does not require a carrier gas or fluidization of the
support during the metal deposition step. We postu-
lated that, given an appropriate choice of metal pre-
cursor, there is no fundamental reason why the metal
precursor and support material could not be in direct
physical contact with each other during the elevated
temperature catalyst synthesis (comprising successive

sublimation, deposition, and pyrolysis steps), as op-
posed to the conventional practice of having the pre-
cursor source physically remote from the substrate so as
to separate the sublimation and deposition phenome-
non. This idea has been recently demonstrated by Gallo
et al.17 and Papandrew et al.,18 albeit with limited scope
and characterization of the prepared materials, and is
generally called a 'dry-mix' method. However, in most
cases the resultant material is in the form of a thin films
or larger nanoparticles, which is not the end goal of this
current work.
We also considered that it should be possible to use

our new approach to prepare bimetallic nanoparticles
in a controlled manner by mixing two appropriate
precursors prior to vapor impregnation or using a
preformedmaterial containing nanoparticles as a seed
for the deposition of additional metals. Here we de-
scribe the successful preparation of highly active
monometallic and bimetallic Pd and Pt heterogeneous
catalysts supported on TiO2 by our chemical vapor

impregnation (CVI) method which follows on from
our previous report of using this CVI technique for
preparation of high activity Fe-loaded zeolite alkane
oxidation catalysts.19 The efficacy of the CVI method is
demonstrated by the excellent catalytic activity of the
resultant materials for three oxidation reactions,
namely CO oxidation, solvent-free benzyl alcohol oxi-
dation, and toluene oxidation.20�23 We also present
low-temperature levulinic acid hydrogenation, a po-
tentially high value hydrogenation reaction that is
linked to biorenewable energy and fuel research.24�27

Finally, we conclude by demonstrating the potential of
extending our technique to the synthesis of 'designer'
nanoparticles with a core�shell architecture by using CVI
to deposit a Pd shell onto pre-existing Au seed nano-
particles that were preformed by sol-immobilization
methods and supported on titania.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Catalyst Preparation and Structural Characterization. Our
initial studies were inspired by thework of Sivakumar28

and Dal Santo15 who showed that it was possible to
prepare nanoparticles on powdered supports using a
“static” vapor deposition methodology. In our CVI
version of this methodology (see Methods for full
details) the precursor sublimation step and deposition
onto the support are not spatially separated since the
precursor and support are in intimate contact during
the sublimation�deposition step. This is achieved by
mixing high vapor pressure precursors with the sup-
port in a sealed Schlenk flask (or round-bottom flask)
and heating at a temperature far below the decom-
position temperature of the precursor under constant
vacuum conditions (i.e., ∼10�3 mbar) without the use
of a carrier gas. It is important to note that careful choice
of the temperature in the sublimation�deposition
step is required to ensure that the metal precursor is
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deposited (adsorbed) onto the support without de-
composition. From a practical point of view, the pre-
paration can be performed in any laboratory equipped
with a standard vacuum pump and Schlenk line.
Furthermore, the 'as-prepared' CVI material can be
subsequently heat-treated under various atmospheres
again using standard equipment. We chose metal
acetylacetonate compounds as metal precursors due
to their ease of handling and storage, wide availability
in terms of the number of variants commercially avail-
able, and favorable sublimation characteristics.

We prepared TiO2-supported Pd, Pt, and Pd�Pt
catalysts and primarily characterized these materials
using aberration-corrected scanning transmission
electron microscopy (AC-STEM). High-angle annular
dark field (HAADF) STEM imaging studies (Figure 1)
confirmed that a uniform distribution of metal nano-
particles on the TiO2 support was achieved with rea-
sonably narrow size distributions, with mean particle

sizes following the order Pt < Pt�Pd < Pd (1.5 nm, 1.9
and 2.8 nm, respectively). We also noted the presence
of a significant quantity of subnanometer clusters and
isolated atoms that are marked with white arrows in
higher-magnification HAADF images presented in
Figure 2a and Figure S1 in Supporting Information
(SI). The existence of these subnanometer entities are
remarkable, considering the high-temperature reduc-
tion treatment (in 5% H2/Ar at 400 �C) used during the
final stage of the preparation. Reflecting on our pre-
viousworkwith sol-immobilizationand impregnation cata-
lysts where we observed extensive particle growth if
the material was heat treated above 200 �C,20,21,29 we
note that such sintering behavior is apparently not
problematic using this new CVI technique. Addition-
ally, bright field-STEM (BF-STEM) images of particles in
profile view showed little evidence of amorphous
carbon deposits (which could originate from the de-
composition of organic moieties of the organometallic

Figure 1. Representative low-magnification STEM-HAADF survey micrographs and the corresponding metal particle size
distributions for (a) Pd/TiO2, (b) Pt/TiO2, and (c) Pd�Pt/TiO2 samples prepared by the CVI route.
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precursor) on the nanoparticle surfaces (Figure 2b).
However, to investigate further the possibility of
carbon deposits (i.e., not necessarily on the metal
nanoparticle surfaces) after pyrolysis we performed
carbon�hydrogen�nitrogen (CHN) analysis on the
materials. Carbon was found on the Pd-only and the
Pt-only catalysts (0.26 wt% and 0.12wt%, respectively,
Table 1). The higher amount of carbon on the surface of
the Pd-only catalyst may be due to the low-temperature
autoreduction of the metal precursor which occurs
during the synthesis in the absence of H2 (see
Methods). The bimetallic Pd�Pt material showed vir-
tually no carbon deposited on the surface, even
though it was heat treated under exactly the same
conditions as the monometallic materials. The reason

for the negligible carbon contamination in the bime-
tallic catalyst is unknown, and further investigation of
this phenomenon is underway. However, these data
point to the beneficial effect of mixing the two metal
precursors to achieve a catalyst that is relatively free of
undesirable carbon contamination.

We had a special interest in the structure of the
1.25 wt % Pd�1.25 wt % Pt/TiO2 CVI sample, as it was
previously shown that randomly alloyed or tailored
core�shell nanostructures could be accessed by vary-
ing the catalyst preparation methodology (e.g., using a
different sequence of metal addition/reduction steps
in sol-immobilization).21,22 Bimetallic nanoparticles are
nowbeing employed inmany fields including catalysis,
drugdelivery, biomedical andpharmaceutical applications,

Figure 2. (a) Representative STEM-HAADF images and complementary (b) BF-STEM and (c) HAADF-STEM pairs of individual
particles in the 2.5wt%Pd/TiO2 (top row), 2.5wt%Pt/TiO2 (middle row), and 1.25wt%Pd�1.25wt%Pt/TiO2 (bottom row) CVI
catalysts. Solidwhite arrows indicate faint subnanometer clusters anddashedwhite arrows in (a) show isolated atomspresent
on the TiO2 support material. The BF-STEM profile images in column (b) show crystalline nanoparticles with clean surfaces
which are characteristic of the entire sample. All catalysts were reduced for 3 h at 400 �C under a 5% H2/Ar flow.

TABLE 1. Summary of XPS, STEM, ICP and CHN analysis of the Pd, Pt, and Pd�Pt catalysts supported on TiO2 prepared by

the chemical vapor impregnation method

catalyst mean particle size (nm)a binding energy (eV)b oxidation stateb actual metal loading wt %c CHN analysis

2.5 wt % Pd/TiO2 2.8 ( 1.0 Pd(3d) 334.6 metallic 2.12 0.26 wt % C, 0.09 wt % H
2.5 wt % Pt/TiO2 1.5 ( 0.3 Pt(4f) 70.7 metallic 1.72 0.12 wt % C, 0.04 wt % H
1.25 wt % Pd�1.25 wt % Pt/TiO2 1.9 ( 0.6 Pd(3d) 334.9 metallic Pd 1.26 0.04 wt % C, 0.02 wt % H

Pt(4f) 70.5 Pt 1.18

aMeasured from multiple HAADF-STEM images. bMeasured by XPS. Binding energy referenced against C 1s = 284.7 eV. cMeasured by ICP-MS.
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imaging, and related applications.30 In the field of
catalysis, it is known that the morphology of bimetallic
particles play an important role in their catalytic
properties.7,31,32 For example, Strasser and co-workers33

recently commented on the improved stability and
catalytic activity of many Pt-based core�shell nanopar-
ticles over their Pt only analogues used in fuel cell
applications. This is not a restricted case as other
researchers have shown the beneficial effects of differ-
ent bimetallic particle configurations for a range of
reactions as given in recent reviews,27,30,33 with effort
now being put into the synthesis of trimetallic core�
shell nanoparticles.32 X-ray energy dispersive spectros-
copy (XEDS) analysis of individual nanoparticles in our
1.25 wt % Pd�1.25 wt % Pt/TiO2 sample revealed that
the vast majority of them are random Pd�Pt alloys of
variable composition, along with very occasional non-
alloyed monometallic Pd and Pt particles (Figure 3). In
this case, core�shell structured nanoparticles were not
observed (or expected) aswewere just using a one-step
deposition technique. Furthermore, XPS analysis
(Table 1) of the freshly prepared materials showed that
the Pd and Pt components were in the metallic state in
all the fresh catalysts. However, BF-STEM imaging of Pd-
containing samples that had been aged over the time
frame of 6 months under ambient storage conditions
showed distinct amorphous surface regions that could
be indicative of the formation of an oxide layer on the
nanoparticles (Figure S2 SI), but thesematerialswere still
active for oxidation reactions such as benzyl alcohol
oxidation. We should point out that the observation of
thin oxide layers by HAADF-STEM in the fresh catalyst
wouldnot bepossible using our current techniques, and
so we cannot rule out the presence of ultrathin oxide
layers in the freshly prepared catalyst.

Since our interest in bimetallic nanoparticles in-
cludes nanoparticles having core shell morphologies,
we have also utilized a preformed sol-immobilized

material composed of Au nanoparticles on TiO2 as
the “support” followed by the deposition of a second
metal by CVI to demonstrate the wider applicability of
the methodology and to illustrate the possibility of
deliberately forming core�shell structures. A 1 wt %
Au/TiO2 material was prepared by sol-immobilization
and refluxed as described in our previous work.29 This
material was dried at 110 �C for 16 h and then ground
in an agate mortar and pestle before the deposition of
Pd(acac)2 using the CVI method. Figure 4 shows re-
presentative STEM data from this hybrid CVI/sol-
immobilized Au�Pd/TiO2 material where some parti-
cles having a definite Pdshell�Aucore morphology were
formed as expected (see the z-contrast imaging and
XEDS data in b, c, and d of Figure 4, respectively).
Additionally, a significant population of secondary
2 nm Pd particles and subnanometer Pd clusters were
also nucleated on the support as indicated with green
arrows in Figure 4b, and it was possible to still find
someAuparticles which had not been coatedwith a Pd
shell as highlighted with yellow arrows in Figure 4b.
However, we note that the images shown in a and b of
Figure 4 are representative of the relative proportions
of Pdshell�Aucore, Au-only, and Pd-only particles in the
sample as awhole, and as such the latter species do not
dominate on the titania surface. Althoughmorework is
undoubtedly still needed to perfect the technique, our
preparation of at least some Pdshell�Aucore particles by
this hybrid sol-immobilization/CVI method is an im-
portant and encouraging advance as it expands the
potential versatility and scope of the CVI synthesis
method. The ability to modify preformed or commer-
cial catalysts by the controlled and selective CVI de-
position of additional metals would open up a plethora
of novel catalyst design possibilities.

Catalysis Using Supported Nanoparticles Prepared by CVI.
CO Oxidation Studies. Initially, we investigated the
oxidation of CO, which is a highly structure-sensitive

Figure 3. XEDS analysis of individual particles in the 1.25 wt % Pd�1.25 wt % Pt/TiO2 material prepared by CVI. The
composition of the metal particles was found to be quite variable: e.g. very Pt-rich (top left), very Pd-rich (bottom left), and
mixed alloys of Pt þ Pd (top right and bottom right). The Pt�Pd mixed-alloy nanoparticles were by far the dominant species
observed. Thenature of the subnanometer clusters and individual atoms as present in this sample could not be determined as
these entities were too small for XEDS analysis.
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reaction, (dependent on particle size and shape as well
as oxidation state of the metal)34 using the reduced
Pd�Pt/TiO2 CVI catalysts at 25 �C and 0.5%CO in an air/
gas feed. Under these conditions the most active
catalyst was the bimetallic 1.25 wt % Pd�1.25 wt %
Pt/TiO2 material followed by the monometallic
2.5 wt % Pt/TiO2 and then 2.5 wt % Pd/TiO2 samples
(Figure 5). It is noteworthy that the addition of Pt to Pd
improved both the conversion and stability of the

catalysts since deactivation was noted for all samples
but was much less pronounced for the bimetallic
Pd�Pt material (see Figure 5a). The same series of
catalysts were then studied for the same reaction at
higher temperature (50 �C). By increasing the tempera-
ture from 25 to 50 �C, a significant increase of activity
was observed, with both the 2.5 wt % Pt/TiO2 and
1.25 wt % Pd�1.25 wt % Pt/TiO2 catalysts showing
enhanced conversions of 90�100%. It is important to

Figure 4. Representative STEM-HAADF images of Au�Pd/TiO2 catalysts prepared via the hybrid CVI/sol-immobilization
method; (a) a low magnification HAADF survey image; (b) higher magnification HAADF micrograph showing some
Pdshell�Aucore nanoparticles (highlighted with red arrows) as well as some monometallic Au particles that were uncoated
(yellow arrows) and monometallic Pd particles (green arrows); (c) a HAADF image of a Pdshell�Aucore nanoparticle and its
corresponding XEDS spectrum (d) confirming the coexistence of both and Au and Pd.

Figure 5. CO oxidation results at (a) 25 �C and (b) 50 �C for 2.5% Pt/TiO2 (gray filled circles), 2.5% Pd/TiO2 (open blue squares),
and1.25%Pd�1.25%Pt/TiO2 (filled red triangles). The loadings given are nominal values based on themass of precursor used
in catalyst preparation. Reaction conditions: 50 mg catalyst, 21 mL min�1, 5000 ppm CO/air, GHSV 25,200 mL g (cat)�1 h�1.
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emphasize that the catalyst deactivation rate was
decreased by increasing the reaction temperature,
and in the case of the 2.5 wt % Pt/TiO2 material, the
same conversion was maintained throughout a pro-
longed reaction period (24 h), thus demonstrating a
high degree of stability under these conditions. If the
2.5 wt % Pt/TiO2 catalyst was placed in a flowing
nitrogen atmosphere for 4 h at room temperature after
deactivation was observed and then retested for CO
oxidation at 25 or 50 �C, the catalytic performance
reverted to that observed in the initial run. This sug-
gests that deactivation was not due to any gross
changes in the nanoparticles themselves (e.g. particle
sintering or redispersion of the metal), and in principle
deactivation could be caused by the blocking of active
sites through the formation of carbonate species on
the surface of the metal particles.35,36 Increasing the
reaction temperature may mitigate this deactivation
effect by the continuous removal of carbonate species
from the catalyst surface.37,38 Generally, CO oxidation
using supported Pt catalysts is conducted at higher
temperatures (>100 �C) for appreciable conversion to
be observed,37�40 and thus further direct comparison
of our materials is difficult. However, we note here that
the activity of the CVI 2.5 wt % Pt/TiO2 sample at 50 �C
(16.5 mmol CO mol �1 Pt s�1) is significantly higher
than the counterpart Pt/TiO2 materials (0.03 mmol
CO mol �1 Pt s�1) prepared by conventional wet
preparation methods.41 The performance of the CVI
material is also comparable to other Pt/Al2O3 and Pt/
FeOx catalysts prepared by colloidal methods when
used at a similar reaction temperature of 25�50 �C
(1�6 mmol CO mol �1 Pt s�1).37,38 For those latter
Pt-containing materials, the oxide supports have been
shown to have a promoting effect on the catalysis, and
the presence of a substantial amount of water vapor in
the reactant gas feed is essential in order to achieve
high activity undermild conditions.37,38 In relatedwork
Pt nanoparticles encapsulated in hollow CeO2 fibers
have been used for CO oxidation but the high TOF
reported was based on the amount of surface Pt sites
(not overall Pt loading).42

Benzyl Alcohol Oxidation. We investigated the oxi-
dation of benzyl alcohol with O2 as oxidant, since the
oxidation products of the benzyl alcohol (i.e., benzal-
dehyde, benzoic acid, and benzyl benzoate)20,43 are all
important materials in the chemical industry. With our
Pd/TiO2 CVI catalyst we observed high activity for
benzyl alcohol oxidation with TOF values in excess of
g12000 h�1 (Figure 6a) which we consider is due to a
combination of the very small Pd particle size (2.8 (
1.0 nm) and its metallic oxidation state. Introduction of
Pt into the Pd catalyst resulted in lower catalytic
activity, with TOF values in the 6000�9000 h�1 range.
Nevertheless, Pt had a positive influence on the dis-
tribution of products, because a decrease in the selec-
tivity to toluene and a corresponding enhancement in

benzaldehyde selectivity was observed. This is further
demonstrated by comparison of the Pd�Pt catalysts at
an iso-conversion level of 20% (Figure 6b), where
toluene selectivity decreased from 37% to 2�5% by
incorporating Pt, while benzaldehyde selectivity in-
creased from 57% to 82%. This effect was evident even
for low levels of Pt (0.5 wt %) added to the Pd/TiO2

catalyst (Table S1 SI). Toluene could be formed by
either disproportionation or hydrogenolysis of benzyl
alcohol, and both pathways require surface hydrogen.
In this reaction, surface-adsorbed hydrogen may be
derived from dehydrogenation of the C�OHmoiety in
benzyl alcohol and is probably present in the form of
metal hydrides. Pd is known to catalyze the formation
of toluene,21 and we have shown that careful tuning of
the surface-exposed Pd content in bimetallic Au�Pd
catalysts21,22,43 or, more recently, the addition of a
minute amount of Pt to Au�Pd catalysts greatly de-
creases the formation of toluene.44 Considering that
Pt�H is more stable than Pd�H (∼330 ( 30 vs 234 (
25 kJ mol�145), onemay rationalize the observed effect
for Pt in terms of lowering the ability of the nanopar-
ticles (which are present as random alloys) to execute
the hydrogen transfer reaction, if Pd is the more active
component for the overall oxidation pathway.

We note that controlling the selectivity to benzal-
dehyde is crucial for industrial applications and that
our new CVI catalysts showed high activity as compared
to other Pd�Pt46 and Au�Pd20,22 materials prepared by
sol-immobilization and impregnation (see Table S2 SI).

Toluene Oxidation. The selective oxidation of to-
luene is a challenging reaction due to the high C�H
dissociation bond energy and low polarizability of the
alkyl moiety. We have previously demonstrated that
Au�Pd nanoparticles in the 3�5 nm size range
(prepared by sol-immobilization methods) are highly
active for the solvent-free oxidation of toluene using

Figure 6. Oxidation of benzyl alcohol with O2 as oxidant
using titania-supported Pd/Pt catalysts with 2.5 wt % total
metal content but varying composition prepared by CVI. (a)
Product yield at 6 h reaction time and (b) comparison of
selectivity at iso-conversion level of 20%. Key: Solid black -
toluene; blue plaid - benzaldehyde; red diagonal lines-
benzoic acid; gray cross-hatched - benzyl benzoate.
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molecular oxygen at 160 �C or TBHP at 80 �C as
oxidants.9 Conversion levels of 99% could be achieved,
while maintaining a selectivity of 95% toward benzyl
benzoate9 using this catalytic system (O2 as oxidant)
which operates under conditions where noncatalytic
autooxidation reactions are minimized. Our new series
of CVI-derived Pd�Pt catalysts were tested for toluene
oxidation, and the catalytic data are presented in
Figure 7 and Figure 8. The most active catalyst for the
solvent-free liquid-phase oxidation of toluene was the
bimetallic 1.25 wt % Pd�1.25 wt % Pt/TiO2 system,
followed by the monometallic Pt/TiO2 and Pd/TiO2

catalysts (Figure 7). It should be noted, however, that
the use of Pd�Pt alloys enhanced the formation of
benzoic acid instead of benzyl benzoate, which in this
case is clearly linked to the presence of Pt in the
material as the monometallic Pt/TiO2 catalysts also
showed appreciable benzoic acid selectivity as com-
pared to that shown by the Pd/TiO2 material (Figure 7).
These data are an interesting contrast to the case of
Au�Pd/TiO2 catalysts where benzyl benzoate was al-
ways the major product.9 Therefore, this new genera-
tion of catalysts allows further tuning of the product
distribution to selectively afford benzoic acid, which is
also a key industrial chemical. Additionally, a synergis-
tic effect on conversion was observed in the case of the
bimetallic Pd�Pt material which prompted us to in-
vestigate the possibility of achieving even higher con-
version levels. Under modified conditions, i.e. a lower
substrate/metal molar ratio, a 99% conversion level
with a concomitant 91% selectivity to benzoic acid was
achieved after 96 h (Figure 8a). An interesting feature
of the time-online analysis shown in Figure 8a is that
after 24 h a switch of the product distribution from
favoring benzyl benzoate to benzoic acid occurred
which may indicate some change in the active sites
of the catalyst. However, we also note that this high
degree of activity is comparable that that achieved
with our most active random alloy Au�Pd-supported
catalysts synthesized by colloidal methods,9 but with a
different major product, i.e., benzoic acid instead of
benzyl benzoate.

We also attempted the oxidation of toluene using
tert-butyl hydroperoxide (TBHP) as oxidant at a lower
temperature (80 �C). Under conditions analogous to
those we have used in previous studies,23 we found
that our Pd�Pt/TiO2 CVI catalyst showed high conver-
sion of toluene with benzoic acid being the major
product. In this case, the product distribution leans
toward benzoic acid as opposed to benzyl benzoate
due to the influence of the choice of oxidant, as we
have previously shown.23,46 The key data from this
series of reactions are found by examining the TBHP
conversion as the reaction proceeds. The TBHP con-
version begins to level off after 24 h, but the oxidation
of toluene continues. This finding is in stark contrast
to our reports of Au�Pd/TiO2 catalysts (prepared by

sol-immobilization)23 employed in this reaction, where
the TBHP conversion remained double that of the
toluene conversion throughout the reaction. Addition-
ally, a 0.5 wt % Pd�0.5 wt % Pt/TiO2 catalyst (prepared
by sol-immobilization) was tested in the oxidation of
toluene using TBHP, and we found nearly complete
decomposition of TBHP and low catalytic activity.46

These data highlight the advantage of preparing small
nanoparticles in the absence of stabilizing ligands that
can potentially block metal sites. By considering the
quantity of oxygen present in the products vs oxygen
available from TBHP, we found∼3.3 times excess in the
products with our CVI material. This finding is com-
pounded by the known decomposition pathways of
TBHP47 which show that tert-butanol is amajor primary
product (as well as its alcohol cleavage products),
thereby indicating that only one oxygen atom from
theTBHPmolecule is actually found in theprimaryhydro-
carbon oxidation products. Thus, our data strongly sug-
gest the activation and incorporation of oxygen from the
air (since the reactionwasdoneunder anair atmosphere)
with TBHP acting as an initiator and not as a stoichio-
metric oxidant. One may attempt to explain these data
by considering the autocatalytic effect of benzalde-
hyde which is present in appreciable amounts
(∼8�16% toluene conversion with 18�30% benzal-
deyhde selectivity) at the shorter reaction times
(24�48 h). However, our previous work using sol-
immobilized Au�Pd/TiO2 material also showed appre-
ciable conversion and benzyaldehdye selectivity at
24 h (18% and 25%, respectively), but the TBHP con-
version remained double that of the toluene conver-
sion as the reaction proceeded,23 indicating that
benzaldehyde was playing no major catalytic role in
the activation of toluene and oxygen under these
conditions. If the reaction mixture was left at room
temperature (20 �C) in air with stirring for an extended
period (3 weeks), we found that the reaction vessel
contained solidified benzoic acid and that toluene had

Figure 7. Comparison of the catalytic activity of TiO2-
supported Pd and Pt CVI catalysts in the oxidation of toluene
under solvent-free conditions at 160 �C using molecular O2.
Key: Solid black - toluene; blue plaid - benzaldehyde; red
diagonal lines - benzoic acid; gray cross-hatched - benzyl
benzoate.
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undergone complete conversion. Considering the
relatively low availability of molecular oxygen
(from ambient air) and the very mild reaction tem-
perature employed, we do not consider our data to
be the result of autooxidation involving benzalde-
hyde, but instead require the involvement of bime-
tallic Pd�Pt particles in the activation of molecular
oxygen and toluene. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first report showing such exceptional
activity for supported Pd�Pt catalysts for these
reactions, and also the first demonstration of the
low-temperature activation of molecular oxygen
by this Pd�Pt/TiO2 system in the oxidation of C�H
bonds.

Hydrogenation of Levulinic Acid. Noting that Pt and
Pd have also previously been employed as hydrogena-
tion catalysts, we postulated that our materials should
also show high hydrogenation activity. We chose the
hydrogenation of levulinic acid (LA) to γ-valerolactone
(GVL) as a test reaction, because the former is poised to
become a readily accessible biorefinery raw material
which can be converted to high-value products.24

Levulinic acid is a biorenewable platform chemical that
can be economically derived from lignocellulose found
in nonfood crops or agricultural waste and hydro-
genated to γ-valerolactone (GVL), valeric acid (VA),
1,4-pentanediol (1,4-PDO), methyl tetrahydrofuran
(MTHF), and others (see Scheme 1). Each of these
hydrogenation products can be used as fuel additives
(directly, or as higher-molecular weight esters in the
case of valeric acid)48 or in the production of precursors
for chemicals and plastics.26,27,48 Near-quantitative LA
conversion under high-temperature hydrogenation
conditions (typically >220 �C, 40 bar H2, H2/LA > 4)
has already been reported;26,41,48�50 therefore, we

decided to attempt the reaction under much milder
conditions, considering the high catalytic activity we
observed for our CVI-derived materials in other reac-
tions. We found that using our Pt/TiO2 CVI material, a
10 wt % aqueous solution of LA acid could be com-
pletely hydrogenated to GVL with only very minor
amounts of other products being generated at
100 �C with a TOF of 336 mol product mol(Pt)�1 h�1

(Table 2, and Figures S2, S3 in SI). These data compare
favorably with other reports,48 as in our case the
hydrogenation temperature is much milder (see Table
S3 in SI for typical reference data for comparison). The
1.25 wt % Pd�1.25 wt % Pt/TiO2 and 2.5 wt % Pd/TiO2

variants did not show the same level of activity under
these very mild reaction conditions but were able to
achieve high conversion of LA at 150 and 210 �C,
respectively (Table 2). We decided to increase the
amount of substrate to a 50 wt % aqueous solution
of levulinic acid and also observed almost complete
conversion at only 150 �C (TOF of 480 h�1, Table 2)
using the Pt/TiO2 catalyst. Interestingly, we found that
a H2/LA ratio of 1 could be employed even with these
more concentrated solutions of LA indicating near

Figure 8. Catalytic activity of 1.25% Pd�1.25% Pt/TiO2 prepared by CVI for the solvent-free oxidation of toluene at (a) 160 �C
using O2 and (b) 80 �C using TBHP. Key: Black line with filled square marker - benzyl alcohol; red line with filled circle marker -
benzaldehdye; green line with green upward triangle marker - benzoic acid; blue line with filled downward triangle marker -
benzylbenzoate; dashed black line with open diamond marker - conversion of TBHP; dashed pink line with open square
marker - conversion of toluene.

Scheme 1. Hydrogenation of levulinic acid to γ-valerolactone
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quantitative utilization of hydrogen (with additional
positive pressure being supplied by an inert gas in the
reactor), which is in contrast to the usual requirement
of H2/LA > 4 reported for this reaction.26,48 Importantly,
the Pt/TiO2 catalyst was also reused over four reaction
cycles in a larger reactor with an adjustment of the
volume of levulinic acid solution and catalyst amount
(Figure 9), and similar results were found in each test,
indicating that the catalyst was stable under reaction
conditions without a regeneration step (i.e., without
heat treatment in H2 between runs).

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that the simplicity of our
initial mixing approach and careful choice of condi-
tions to afford small nanoparticles (<4 nm) is a key
advantage of the method over the FB-OMCVD tech-
nique, as it obviates the need for complex equipment.

It is also important to emphasize that the formation of
large agglomerated nanoparticles can be readily
avoided using this CVI technique even following the
relatively high-temperature treatment of the catalysts,
and the surface of the material is relatively free of
residual carbon contamination. The presence of sub-
nanometer particles in our new materials, even after
harsh catalyst treatments, also suggests that the
methodology may afford an opportunity to study
catalytic reactions on subnanometer particles inmore
realistic catalytic systems. Furthermore, the demon-
stration of the ability to modify one material by the
selective CVI deposition of a second metal, exempli-
fied by our Pdshell�Aucore/TiO2 CVI@SI material, using
a simple and reproducible technique opens up many
new possibilities in the preparation of “designer
catalysts”.
The catalytic data we present demonstrate the high

activity of TiO2-supported Pd-, Pt-, and Pd�Ptmaterials
prepared by this new CVI methodology for both oxida-
tion and hydrogenation reactions. We propose that
the high catalytic performance reported is linked to the
uniformly small particle size and “clean” nanoparticle
and support surfaces obtained by the CVI route. We
note that our titania-supported Pd/Pt materials can
be utilized as a catalyst using a variety of aqueous and
nonaqueous conditions and furthermore that they
show major improvement when compared to other
materials reported in the literature. For example, the
low toluene selectivity in the oxidation of benzyl
alcohol and the high benzoic acid selectivity in the
oxidation of toluene we observed are markedly differ-
ent from AuPd/TiO2 catalysts

9,20,21,23 when used under
similar conditions. Data we now report in the low-
temperature oxidation of toluene using TBHP/air, in
which TBHP is not acting as a stoichiometric oxidant,
are also in contrast to data we obtained for sol-
immobilized Pd�Pt/TiO2 that displayed much lower
catalytic activity46 and other AuPd catalysts for which
there was no apparent utilization of oxygen (from air)23

as compared to the Pd�Pt/TiO2 CVI material. These

Figure 9. Reusability testing of a 1.72 wt % Pt/TiO2 CVI
catalyst for levulinic acid hydrogenation over four cycles in
a batch reactor. Test conditions: 10 wt % levulinic acid
aqueous solution (20 or 40 mL); time: 5 h, reaction tem-
perature: 150 �C, stirring rate: 1200 rpm; P(H2) 30 bar or 50
bar; catalyst mass: 100 mg or 200 mg, reactor internal
volume: 70 mL. Catalyst was recovered by filtration under
vacuum followed by drying in a N2 stream at 90 �C for 1 h
prior to reuse. The metal:substrate ratio was kept constant
at 19:98.

TABLE 2. Hydrogenation of aqueous phase levulinic acid (LA) using Pd�Pt/TiO2 catalysts prepared by the CVI methoda

selectivity %b

TOFccatalyst T/�C t/h conversion% GVL hydroxy valeric acid 4-pentenoic acid valeric acid others

2.5% Pt/TiO2 100 4 100 97.1 2.9 � � � 336.0
1.25% Pd� 1.25% Pt/TiO2 100 4 44.4 93.1 2.5 3.8 1.6 � 104.2
1.25% Pd� 1.25% Pt/TiO2 150 4 92.5 95.6 3.1 0.7 � 0.6 222.6
2.5% Pd/TiO2 100 4 2.1 89 � 11 � � 15.1
2.5% Pd/TiO2 210 4 90 96.6 2.5 � 0.2 0.7 164.9
2.5% Pt/TiO2 30 20 57.5 66.2 33.8 � � � 38.6
2.5% Pt/TiO2

d 150 7 100 98.3 1.7 � � � 480.0

a Test conditions: catalyst mass: 0.05 g; reaction volume: 10 mL; [LA]: 10 wt %; H2/LA = 3.6; stirring rate 1200 rpm; P(H2): 30 bar.
b Selectivity calculated as mol C5 product/total

moles C5 products. c Calculated as mol LA acid converted/ (mol metal� time (h)). d [LA]: 50 wt %; reaction volume: 10 mL; catalyst mass: 0.1 g; H2/LA= 1.0; stirring rate:
1200 rpm.
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findings point to the possibility of exploring low-
temperature oxidation reactions involving C�H bonds
using our newmaterials, and this idea can be extended

to hydrogenation reactions, given that we accom-
plished quantitative levulinic acid hydrogenation to
γ-valerolactone at 100 �C.

METHODS
Sample Preparation. For monometallic 2.5 wt % Pd/TiO2 sam-

ples, TiO2 (P25 Degussa, 0.98g) and palladium acetylacetonate,
Pd(acac)2, (Sigma-Aldrich 99 minimum%,72 mg) were placed
into glass vial and mixed by manual shaking. This mixture was
then transferred to a 50mL Schlenk flask with amagnetic stirrer
bar and the tube sealed. The tube was then evacuated at room
temperature using a vacuum line (lowest pressure attainable
was 10�3 mbar) followed by heating at 140 �C for 1 h under
continuous vacuum conditions with stirring to accomplish
sublimation and deposition of the organometallic precursor
onto the support. The reaction vessel was then brought up to
atmospheric pressure with air and the sample removed for
further heat treatment. The color of the sample was light gray at
this stage, indicating that some autoreduction of the Pd pre-
cursor had occurred. The as-prepared sample was loaded into a
quartz or ceramic boat, placed into a horizontal furnace, and
reduced in 5% H2/Ar at 400 �C (ramp rate of 20 �Cmin�1) for 3 h
with a flow rate of 20 mL min�1 in order to fully pyrolyse the
metal precursor.

Platinum acetylacetonate, Pt (acac)2, was obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich (99.9%) and used as the precursor in the prepara-
tion of Pt-containing catalysts. This same general procedure as
described above was used to prepare 2.5 wt % Pt/TiO2 (using
51 mg of Pt(acac)2 and 0.98 g TiO2) and 1.25 wt % Pt�1.25 wt %
Pd/TiO2 (using 17 mg Pt(acac)2, 36 mg Pd(acac)2, and 0.98g TiO2)
samples with the sublimation�deposition condition employed
being 150 �C for 1 h under continuous vacuum. In the case of the
bimetallic Pd�Pt sample, the metal precursors were mixed by
manually shaking a glass sample vial containing the required
amount of precursors prior to manual mixing with TiO2. For the
Pt-only material the sample was yellow after the sublimation�
deposition step, whereas the Pt�Pd material was gray. These as-
preparedmaterials were reduced in 5%H2/Ar at 400 �C (ramp rate
of 20 �C min�1) for 3 h with a flow rate of 20 mL min�1. Longer
sublimation�deposition times or higher pyrolysis temperatures
were found to lead to poorer catalytic performance, particularly
for CO oxidation and benzyl alcohol oxidation. We determined
that the preparation could quite easily be scaled up to 5-g
batches using a larger Schlenk flask and appropriate stirring, as
the catalytic performance (for toluene oxidation and levulinic acid
hydrogenation) was not affected by the size of the manufactured
batch.

Pdshell�Aucore/TiO2 catalysts were prepared by a hybrid CVI/
sol-immobilization technique in the following manner. The sol-
immobilization (SI) methodology was utilized for the prepara-
tion of Au/TiO2 due to the small size of Au nanoparticles
achieved in this method for which we have previously provided
extensive characterization. In the case of Au, typical precursors
for vapor deposition of Au are prohibitively expensive and
require special handling. As such, we explored the concept of
modifying a preformed Au material with a second metal, as
outlined below, to demonstrate the versatility of our approach.
1wt%Au/TiO2was prepared as previously reported using the SI
methodology with water reflux treatment (90 �C, 1h) before
drying to remove the PVA ligand shell.29 Pd(acac)2 (28.8 mg,
99.95% Sigma Aldrich) was added to the dried ground 1 wt %
Au/TiO2 (0.98g) in a sample vial and mixed by manual shaking.
This was continued until it was observed that the yellow
acetylacetonate powder was dispersed uniformly throughout
the purple-colored Aumaterial. Themixturewas transferred to a
Schlenk tube, and CVI synthesis was performed as outlined
above for the Pd/Pt catalysts. The 'as-prepared' catalyst was light
gray in color, and further treatment in 5% H2/Ar (20 mL min�1)
for 3 h at 400 �C (20 �C min�1 ramp rate) was performed.
The final color of the catalyst was dark gray. Prolonging treat-
ment in H2/Ar or the use of a 10% H2/Ar reducing mixture

(or higher % of H2) led to a darker colored catalyst. If 50% H2/Ar
was used, the final material was black in color.

Structural Characterization. Scanning Transmission Electron Mi-
croscopy. Samples of catalysts were prepared for TEM/STEM
analysis by dry dispersing the catalyst powder onto a holey
carbon TEM grid. Phase contrast lattice imaging and high-angle
annular dark-field (HAADF) imaging experiments were carried
out using a 200 kV JEOL 2200FS scanning transmission electron
microscope equipped with a CEOS aberration corrector. This
microscope was also equipped with a Thermo-Noran X-ray
energy dispersive spectroscopy (XEDS) system for composi-
tional analysis.

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. X-ray photoelectron
spectra were recorded on a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer
employing amonochromatic AlKR X-ray source (75�150W) and
analyzer pass energies of 160 eV (for survey scans) or 40 eV (for
detailed scans). Samples were mounted using double-sided
adhesive tape and binding energies referenced to the C(1s)
binding energy of adventitious carbon contamination which
was taken to be 284.7 eV.

Elemental Analysis. Carbon�hydrogen�nitrogen (CHN)
analysis and ICP-MS were provided by Warwick Analytical
Services (UK). Samples were measured in duplicate.

Catalyst Testing. CO Oxidation. Catalyst samples were evalu-
ated for CO oxidation using a fixed-bed laboratory microreactor
operated at atmospheric pressure. Typically CO (0.5% in syn-
thetic air) was fed to the reactor at a controlled rate of 21 mL
min�1, using mass flow controllers and passed over the catalyst
(50mg). The catalyst temperature wasmaintained at 25 or 50 �C
by immersing the quartz bed in a thermostatically controlled
water bath. The products were analyzed using online gas
chromatography with a 1.5 m packed carbosieve column and
thermal conductivity detector. These conditions are equivalent
to a total gas space velocity (GHSV) of 25,200 h�1.

Hydrocarbon Oxidation in Autoclave Reactors. The oxidation
reactions were carried out in a stirred reactor (100 mL, Parr
reactor). The vessel was charged with the desired substrate
(10�40 mL) and catalyst (0.05�0.2 g). The autoclave was then
purged five times with oxygen, leaving the vessel at 150 psi
pressure. The stirrer was set at 1500 rpm, and the reaction
mixture was raised to the required temperature (120 �C for
benzyl alcohol oxidation and 160 �C for toluene oxidation).
Samples from the reactor were taken periodically, via a sam-
pling system. For the identification and analysis of the products,
a GC�MS and GC (a Varian Star 3400 cx with a 30 m CP-Wax
52 CB column) were employed. In addition, the products were
identified by comparison with commercially pure 'standard'
samples. For the quantification of the amounts of reactants
consumed and products generated, the external calibration
method was used.

Hydrocarbon Oxidation in Glass Reactors. All reactions were
performed in a stirred, glass, round-bottom flask (100 mL) fitted
with a reflux condenser and heated in an oil bath. Typically, the
hydrocarbon (toluene, 10 mL) and the desired amount of
catalyst were suspended in the solution. Then tert-butyl hydro-
gen peroxide (TBHP 1:1 ratio with toluene) was added and the
mixture reacted at 80 �C in an air atmosphere. The reactions
were typically carried out for timespans between 0.5 and 96 h.

Hydrogenation of Levulinic Acid. The catalyst (50 mg) was
charged into a 50 mL Parr autoclave fitted with a PTFE liner
(internal volume 35 mL). Aqueous levulinic acid (98% Sigma-
Aldrich, 10 wt %, 10 mL) was added to the reactor followed by
purging sequentially with N2 and then H2 (three times each).
The reactor was then charged with pure H2 (usually 30 bar) and
heated to the desired reaction temperature with continuous
stirring (1200 rpm). The reaction was carried out for the desired
time and the reactor then cooled to below 10 �C with ice. The
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gas-phase product was collected in a gas bag, while the liquid-
phase product was filtered using a 10 mL plastic syringe fitted
with glass filter paper at its base. The gas and liquid phases were
analyzed by GC-FID on a Varian 450-GC fitted with a CP-Sil 5CB
capillary column (50 m length, 0.32 mm ID). The GC was fitted
with amethaniser unit (particularly useful for CO/CO2 analysis of
the gas phase), and gaseous products were identified and
quantified against a calibration curve generated from commer-
cial standards where possible (i.e., BOC gases). The liquid-phase
products were identified and quantified by calibration against
authentic standards (Sigma-Aldrich) and also by GC�MS as de-
scribed in our analysis of the products of benzyl alcohol oxidation.
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